F)

the edacs from
. h db'
N(E
L t lJ' 0' wIlIC
oes not elong to El> is by one smaller then
I 0' o'
e us prove the validity of the statement!
adde; x(vp) be an edge of !o(X), which does not belong to Eo(X). If we
(vp) t? 1pq(X) we obtam a subgraph of M(X) which contains one and
1y one CIrCUItK](
on
.' a t 1east one edge x(vq) WhIChbelonas
'
E (X)
d I' 1 .
con t ams
to
o
a~ w llC 1 does n,o~ belong to lJ'o(X) (because J! o(X) has no c~cuit
~~d;v(~)y t~dge .of/{ dl,fferent fro~ x(vp) belongs to Eo(X)). We denote
if
1
e graP.l whwh we obtam from Eo(X) if we delete x(v) and
to
t~ l,Scle~r that ~l(X) is a skeleton of )/(X) and acc6rding
skeleton of M(X)eI~-.,~XIStSa a-lme E1 ~o that E1(X) is the corresponding
t'
•
•
10m Theorem
l5 It follows also: E1 arises by the
e- t(X)
rans~ormatlOn
of E 9 0 n {vp, vq• } I t IS
. clear from the construction of
E
tl t th £]]
o~r state~ent.e
0 owmg holds: N(lJJl> lJ'0) + l = N(JiJo,
F'o)· This proves
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It follows from <above. tl la t we can by n-transform'ltlons
"
from Ii.' £01'
a sequence E E
E
f
I'
"
<
Uo
ill
hav E _
l'
2'.'··,
r o' a- mes of G so that foJ' l' = N(Eo, lJ'0) we
e r - lJ' o' Tlus proves the theorem.
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In this paper we consider finite, undirected graphs without loops and
multiple edges. A set {BI} lEI of subgraphs of the graph G is said to
cover the edges of G or shortly to covel' G if every edge of G is contained
in one of the Bes. vVe are going to investigate which is the minimal number
of covering subgraphs if they are required to be of certain type .
./(G)
and g'(G) will denote the number of vertices and edges of G
respectively. xy denotes an edge connecting the vertices x and y. Disjoint
means always edge-disjoint and path means simple path.
1. Covering by paths and circuits)
ERDOS asked what the minimal number of disjoint paths was with which
we could cover any connected graph of n vertices. GALLA! conjectured

that this number was [n ~

IJ.

A vertex

of a graph will be called odd

and even if it is of odd and even val'cncy respectively. GALLA! pointed
out the interesting special case of his conjecture when all vertices of
the graph are odd. In this case n is even and the connectedness of the
graph is not to be required. If we cover such a graph by disjoint paths,
every vertex must be an endpoint of a covering path. Hence this covering
uses at least n paths, thus the conjecture
2
generalization of this special case:
THEOREM

is sharp. We prove another

l. A graph of n vertices can be cove'red by

< [~J

disjoint

paths

and circuits.
This theorem includes the following two results concerning complete
graphs: the complete graph of 2k vertices can be covered by k disjoint
paths and the complete graph of 2k
l vertices can be covered by k
disjoint Hamilton lines. The first assertion is a special case of GALLAI'S
conjecture. To prove the second one let us mention that the elements of
a covering by k disjoint paths and circuits cover together at most k(2k
l)
edges. Since here the equality holds, these covering subgraphs are Hamilton
lines.

+

+

Let tho graph G have u odd vortices and g even vertices,
If we cover 0 by
odd vertex

.

:s;: [;]

= ~

+ [~]

must be the endpoint

u

disjoint

paths

and

u

+g =

n.

circuits,

every

of at least one covering path.

Hence

there are at least - paths among these covering subgraphs. In the case
2
g = 0, 1 there is no circuit among them; this shows that this is really a
generalization of the mentioned special case of GALLAI'Sconjecture. I CleT
not know whether

there exists a covering by ~ paths and ~ [~]

circuits

for any u and g. The existence of such a covering would follow easily from
the special case u = 0, for which the existence

of a covering

::s: [: J

by

disjoint circuit was conjectured by HAJ6s.
Let g :2: 1 and let us consider g - 1 new vertices. Let us connect every
new vertex to an even vertex of 0, different new vertices to different
vertices of O. If we cover the obtained

graph

G' by

[n + ~- 1]

= ~

+

+g -

1 disjoint paths and circuits, then this covering uses only paths
(since 0' has only one even vertex). This gives a covering of 0 too, thus

it follows from Theorem

then it can be cot'ered by u
2

0f

< [a(G)]
= --

elements then y is no endpoint.

b th cases ~e omit thc' cdaes connecting x to even vertices of 0l'
In h 0
..
h 0' 1(0') <'" ),(0) since in the first case g(o') = g(G)
.For t e remammg grap . A
,
,
1 (G'):2: a(O) _ 1
but a (G') > a(G), in the second case ~(O) < g(O) anc a
.
Put a(OI) = 8.
d
t distinguish the two cases. We construct
In
w~at
fOfllOow~r:n~
~e~ov~~ng
of 0'. Let us consider a covering E of
a covermg 0
1
G' by

< [~] disjoint

paths

+g-

that

(g:2:

1),

1 di8joint path8.
the

a graph 0 can

number

of non-isolated

be covered by

:s: [a(~)]

disjoint paths and circuits. We use induction on ),(0) = 2g'(0) - a(G).
If ),(0) ~ 0, then the theorem is obvious. Let us consider a graph 0 for
which ),(0) > 0 and suppose that the theorem is true for any graph G'
satisfying ),(0') < ),(0).
We define a graph G1 which has a non-isolated
can be covered by

::s: [ a(~I)

can be covered

::s: [a(~) ] disjoint

] disjoint

even vertex y and which

paths and circuits if and only if
paths

(J.

and circuits.

If every even vertex of 0 is isolated then consider a vertex x of valency
Let us put a new vertex y on an edge xz and let the obtained graph

:;?; 2.

be 01,

If 0 contains a non-isolated even vertex then let y be such a vertex and
01 = O. Further let x be a vertex connected to y.
Obviously 01 has the first property in both cases and the second property
in the second case. The validity of the second property in the first case

and circuits.

G1l-

1

Let H b; the set of those vertices of 0 which are conneE~ted to x ~n
b tl
e en vertices of H (in 01), ; very vel' ex 0
and let all a2, ••• ,a'l e Ie v
f
l'tices of H for even'
H is odd in 0'. We define a sequence al.o, al,I' ... 0 ve. tl t a. is defined.
1""" i""" k by recursion as follows: Letai,o=al'
Suppos~ b1a . 1,/.'
•
a.
,;;;;" .;;;;,
.
.
ath U
of ~
egml1lng III I,..'

~~;g:d~~::oij~~~:~i~
~~~~:~!e;:e~~fJ,~e
~~~~::"ff
~e~~'ar~~;
U1

starting in ai,,'
,.
d
I 'f '-, 1
~bviously a· is connected to x in 0 If an on y I fL ~
•
'."
.
d
If a-a·
then i = J an fL = v.
.
t
t L
I.,.. - 1.v
If
- 0 then a· = al IS no connec c(
Let ai,,, = aj,v and say fL
v~ fL -:- _'.
If II.
1 then let W be the
U

PROOl!' 0]]' THEOREM 1. I.•et a(O) denote

by

. t
conS1Ss

l.

THEOREM 2. If a graph has u odd ve1'tice8 and g even vertices

vertices of O. We prove,

£ II s from the facts that a(O) is even and for any coveriJ;g of 01 ev~ry
nOo:~:olated vertex is an endpoint of a covering path, hence If the covermg

::s:

-£

=

'Ob"
I W-U,
x.
VlOUSy
-

toxinG'andhencev=O,al-aj,~-J'

\' l' h
tal'ns the edge a·
1",-1
covering pat h 0 f ~ W nc con
'." t'll't
dpoint we get
= U· v-I' Going on W fron: x ~hrough ai,,, ~
1 S e;: we have secn,
a.
1'=a.
andby
repcatmgthls
we get ai.o-aj,v-,,·
s

thi;impli~~-~ - f' = 0 an~ i = j.
.
l'fferent vertices of 11
This establishment implIes that the al,,,-s tIe
~1 (1 < .< k)
Let H'
and the sequence ai,o, ai,I' .... has a last e ~,~en
_ ~=
.
be the set of the al,,,-s (1 ::S:.~ fk'O°::S:ffL::S: '\ve order to every VEL'
Now we' construct a covermg 0
1 rom E.

::s:

path or circuit f( V) ?f 01,.
£.
U. then let f( V) =
If V is a circuit or V IS a path bemg not of the aIm
I",.
1
(b) U.
.,
.. h th
ses (a) U goes thiOug 1 x,
I,"
= V. Otherwise we dlstmgUls
e ca
I,,,. t'
H' (this is a. j,
does not go through x, f~rthe~' (i) <fi,,, has one endpom m
1,/,
(ii) Ui has two endpomts III H , ~ay ai,,, and aj,v'
Let 'f(U. ) be the subgraph obtamed from UI./,
.
'.p.
.,
tl
dge a
x if (a) and
(1) by adding tho edge ai,/,x and omlttmg
Ie e
i,/,+1 '

It

(i) (2)
hold;
the edges
by adding the .~dges ai,/,x, aj,vx, an d 0 mitting
(L' + 1 x, if (a) and
(n) hold;
,
1'(3) by adding the edge ai,!,-x if (b) ~nd (1) h~ld(,;.)h ld
(4) by adding the edges ai",x, aj,vx If (b) an
11
0
'.

al,,,+I;(',

) (3) we obtained paths in case (4) we obtamed
(1), (2 that
,
, _- E' forms <a disjoint
of In
01,cases
We prove
the set {f(W)} WEE

a clrc:UJt
coverll1~

..

°

set of 1, Let E be an arbitrary edge of 01, If E is not of the form (li :r
then E is an edge of G' too, hence is covered by just one WEE,
and then
j(W) and only I(W) covers E among the elements of E'. If E = a
x
i
then E is covered by I(Ui,IJ and only by I(Ui,J.
,I'
The proof of Theorem l is complete.
.
Let us consider graphs having only odd vertices. The optimal coverings
of such graphs by disjoint paths can be characterized by the property
that every vertex is the endpoint of just one covering path. This theorem
can be extended for infinite graphs too:
THEOREM3. Let a locally finite gmph have only odd vertices. Then it can
be (;Overed by disjoint linite paths so that every vertex is the endpoint 01 j7lSt
one covering path.
Theorem 3 can be proved applying the construction
Theorem 1 with necessary little modifications.
2. Covering by trees

of

of the proof of

n-3r~]

that

a graph

a 01 n

PROOF. Let
pendent edges
which are not
maximality of

f3(G~)
GALLAIproved that if

:s: [:nJ

double stat's.

:s;; 12(0) = n - 7::;;;' n -'s = 21'.

Let On consist of

r;]

connected

la(U,,) =/4(U,,)

1]

.

then

[n ~

1].

=."

then

[n~ 1].

=

:s;; l' + s = n

-

KlI,v

(71 =

[; ],

complete

graphs,

v = [n ~ I]) shows,

The complete bipartite

that

this

theorem

graph

is shar~.

The

authors raise the question whether this upp~erJ3.(~)c~c~n ~(O)haI~e~l~~
in knowledge of the number of edges.
u
,

t2

-

t

greatest

natural

number

for which

< k.

Onl;the

case e

> [~]

is of interest,

since a graph of e edges can be

THEOREM5. The graph a can be covered by k

+ t complete

of Ku,.

s71bgraphs (k and

t are defined as above).

4.
triangles

n2]

can b e coverec1 by [ -,
4

a graph of n vertices

covered by e complete graph~ (by its edges), and the subgraphs
show that this upper bound IS sharp.

t· .

3/a(G)::;;; 2n,
disjoint

ERDOS, GOODMANand P6SA proved in [l], that

k = (~)- e. VVe define t as the

(3) with 2 and adding to (2) we obtain

which proves Theorem

a is

2n -

= [ -3--

3. Covering by complete graphs

On the other hand let Si be the tree consisting of aibi and of all edges
of the form aibj, ajbi (i < j) and aiaj, bibj (i > j). Si is a double star. Let
further Ti be the tree consisting of the edges which contain Ci' The system
{Sv S2' ... , S" Tv T2, ... , Ts} covers a, hence
Multiplying

trees,

.

~J = {a1 bv a2 b2, ••• , a,b,} be a maximal system of indeof G, and let I = {cv c2, ••• , cs} be the set of the vertices
contained in the aib/s (if 2t· = n then 1= 0). By the
M the set I is an independent set, hence by (l)

la(G)

[2;]

the other hand if Ull denotes the complete graph of n vertices

3 is called a double star. Thus we have to prove

(3)

be covered by fewer then

14(G):S:

vet,tices cr:n be covered by

13(0)

(2)

not

Theorem 4 can not be sharpened essentially even if we require G
to be connected. Let us consider the graph G"-1 defined a;ovet~nd ~~n~ecl
a new vertex to every component of G"-1 by an edge. , or
e 0 ame
graph G~ we have

THEOREM4. 13(0);;;; [2~(0)].

:s;;

can

small diameter

7: + 12(0) = ,/'(G)

A tree of diameter

a"

that is

Let li(G) denote the minimal number of disjoint trees of diameter ;;;; i
covering G. Let 7: be the maximal number of independent vertices of O.
It is obvious that
(1)

vertices.

and of a complete

graph of

ERDOS GOODMANand P6SA sharpened their mentioned t.heorlem (i,n to~~
'
h
h
II b edges and tnang es m
directions. They covered t e grap
01 y f ~ t
t) and these covering
case the "great" complete graphs are 0 meres
,

~~~pe~lider~ ~ldge-d~s{oint. Thhe cOl're~pon~ling sharpening of Theorem 5 is
. "
.
co no mow s arp cstLmatIOns for the minimal
b'
f
dlsJomt complete graphs covering a araph of n
't'
d
num OJ 0
b·
Vel Ices an e edges.·
PtlROOFoF THEtCORbElVI
'
5. We introduce a notation. If 01 is a subgrapll of'
G~ len we deno e y G - G tl
b'
I fG
of G~ which are not ver~tices ~f ;; .s¥.ef~PEI ~ {sp~n~~dtby ~hose vertices.
the graph 0 ,
l'
0 ( eno e
a x IS a vertex of
0

Let Al be a maximal complete subgraph of G and let A
b
"
complete subaraph of G _ A _
_ A .c '.
;+1 e a maXIma
b
1
...
; ior '/,1
2
Let
a
de
t
tl Ie num b er of vertices of A. and let A A
-"
...
;
no c
graphs defined above. We den~te by q the i~de~
t~ ;1~n-emp~v
e
to ~e ;cnv {
S;,x the set of those vertices of A; which are 'co~n~~eci
A;
anda~es
~ co:;plete su,hgraph B;,x of G. The subgraphs
edges of G. For their ~~I~b;r /~:
~~e< J < P; I S;,x I > 0) cover the
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f~l:
~tfcl~:

~r

4 )

HAMILTONIAN

c

S q + a2

+ 2 a + ' ...+ (p
3

1) a p

-

•

By the definition of A· if i <'
d'
A h
'
which is not connected to x. H~n~~ x E j t en there IS a vertex of Ai

E. G. STRAUSShas posed the question as to whether the complete directed
n-Graph (i.e. if A and B are vertices the two directed edges AB and BA
are included) can be decomposed into n directed Hamiltonian
paths.
A simple construction shows that for n = 2, 4, 6 the dissection is possible
while for n = 3, 5, 7 a tedious exhaustive count shows that the dissection
is impossible. This leads to the possible conjecture that decomposition
exists only for even integers. In this paper, by solving a more difficult
problem, it is shown that the conjecture is false and, in fact, for n = 21
the decomposition is indeed possible .
. Complete latin squares

1'0 estimate q we use (5).

k:2: 2· (1

+ 2 + ' .. + q -

1)

= q(q

_ 1) .

i~is impl~e~..q :s;; t, which proves the theorem.
eOrem D IS sharp in cases k - t2 k - t2 t W
h II
struction in the case if k _ 2 _ ,
-.
e. ~ ~ show the COIlIAI = IBI = t /0/ _ _ - t A ~. Let A, B, 0 b.e dlsJomt sets such that
'10
'
- n 2t.
SImple computatIOn shows that n > 2t
~1~meJ~
~et ~ bUeJh~ompl~te
graph the vertices of 'Which are th~
of U
.
e omIt the edges of the complete subgraphs
b
sp~nned by A and B. CovCl:ing the edges of the obtained graph G
b; ~f!?ei.e~~ec~r;:r.f~' two e,dges gomg between A and B must be covered
t2 _ k
t
I g subgIaphs, consequently we must have used at least
comp ete graphs.
< •

It is easily seen that if a latin square of order n can be constructed so
that every ordered pair of letters appears exactly once in the rows, then
the Hamiltonian decomposition of the complete directed n-graph is possible.
Let us define a complete latin square as one in which every ordered pair
of letters appears exactly once in the rows and exactly once in the columns,
(',g.

~i

+
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Here the ordered pairs of letters are AB, AO, AD, BA, BO, BD, OA,
GB, OD, DA, DB, DO and inspection verifies that each appears once in
the row and once in the columns.
We might try to effect the construction of such a latin square by assuming
that the square is the multiplication table of some group G and then
applying our knowledge of group theory to the problem. Let G be a group
of order. n and suppose aI> a~, ... , an; bI> b2, ••• , bn are two arrangements
of the elements of G and form a latin square by taking as the entry in the
i'th row and j'th column aibj'
Since each row of latin square contains n-l
pairs of consecutive letters
the number of pairs appearing in the rows is n(n - 1). As the number
n(n - 1) is exactly equal to the number of ordered pairs amongst n-letters,
237

